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Appendix A

Exhibit “A” Content Requirements for the Chilliwack Forest District

Here is a list of content requirements for Exhibit “A” submissions. This supplements the letters
sent to all Major Licensees, dated September 12, 2000 and March 17, 1999 regarding content of
Road Permit (RP) and Cutting Permit (CP), Exhibit “A”s:

- The background is to be on a 1:20000 scale TRIM map, showing water features, roads, 
boundaries, cadastre (parks, lots, townships etc)

- In a CP application, ONLY THE CP BOUNDARY should be shown in bold.
- The size of the CP (ha).
- In a RP application, ONLY THE ROAD LOCATION should be shown in bold.
- The length of all road(s) (m) applied for in the RP.
- The point of commencement(s) (POC) for all block boundaries applied for in the CP's.
- The POC’s and point of terminations (POT) for each road within the RP.
- The CP name and block number. Include the licence number.
- The RP name and section number (section number 10 digits or less). Include the licence
number.
- DO NOT show locations of Wildlife Tree Patches.

Each Exhibit “A” header should show:

- File number
- Forest Region and District
- Land district
- BCGS ref map number(s)
- nad (83)
- Region, compartment, layer
- Coast or interior
- Date drawn
- Scale
- MOF logos
- Utm co-ordinates
- TSA number and block
- North arrow

If you have any questions regarding map submissions please contact Lindsay Scott at (604) 702-5700.
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Coast Forest Region

Licensee Key Value Indicator Form for C&E Risk Ratings

(One to be submitted for each block with all Cutting Permit submissions)

Licensee Contact                                                   .  Date:                                                            .
Licensee                                                                 .  Licence                                                         .

Cutting Permit                                                      .  Block                                                             .

1)  Water Quality:  Quality of water for human consumption or agricultural use.  Is the block
within a community watershed, or within 100 metres upslope of a known licensed domestic
water supply intake?  Yes No
2)  Riparian Areas/Fish Habitat:  The integrity of riparian management zones, riparian reserve
zones, stream banks, stream beds, fish habitat and lakeshore management zones.  Does the
block contain, or is it within 50 metres of:  a “fish stream”; a “Fisheries Sensitive Zone”; or
a “Marine Sensitive Zone”?  Yes No
3)  Wildlife Habitat:  Site features and habitat beneficial to wildlife (not restricted to identified
wildlife).  Is the block within a known wildlife habitat area, or is a known ungulate winter
range; or does it contain or is it within 50 metres of a known wildlife habitat feature (eagle
nest, bear den, etc.)?  Yes No
4)  Sensitive Soils:  a) Does the block contain sensitive soils or is it particularly dry or wet

(approximately 25% or more of the block’s area covered in soils with a
soil moisture regime of “moderately dry” or drier, or “very moist” or
wetter)?   Yes No
b) Does the block contain terrain assessed to have a “moderate” or
“high” likelihood of instability in a TSFA?   Yes No

5)  Visual Quality:  The value of a landscape from a visual perspective.  Is the block within a
known scenic area?   Yes No
6)  Recreation/ Range Values:  Recreational use and recreation resources, sites or trails as
defined by the Forest Practices Code of British Columbia Act. Range use and authorized
structures, excavation or constructed livestock trails for range management.  Does the block
contain or are there known recreation facilities or features downslope of the block?

 Yes No
7)  Cultural Heritage Resources:  Cultural heritage resources as defined in the Forest Act.
Does the block contain known cultural heritage resources?   Yes No
8)  Utilities/Private or Other Property:  Electric transmission lines, telephone lines, and oil or
gas lines (includes oil and gas activities), any private property, land or equipment corporately or
individually owned and other property with specified uses, leases or rights.  Does the block have
utilities or private land (not owned by the cutting permit holder) adjacent? 

 Yes No
9)  Public health & safety:  Health and safety of members of the public and public
infrastructure (roads and railways). Does the block have rural or urban development adjacent
or downslope; or is there a road, passenger railway line, or frequently used recreation site
or trail immediately adjacent?  Yes No




